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Introducing
IB REVIEW
Our writers at IB REVIEW are given the remit to write articles 

that are accessible to students and which will enrich their 
IB learning. I’ve always said to our writers (who are also 

IB teachers):

‘ Write for the student, but remember that their teachers are 
reading over their shoulders. ’In other words, IB REVIEW gives teachers a chance to share good 

practice with other teachers wherever they might be in the world. 
The pieces in this special teacher’s edition are examples of articles 

which can be used directly to support classroom teaching and 
enrich the wider IB curriculum.

For each article, our authors have offered a few points of advice 
about just what ‘reading over students’ shoulders’ might look like. 
We offer these articles in hope that IB REVIEW can become part of 
your wider collegial support. Teaching the IB Diploma isn’t easy, but 
it is hugely rewarding, and even more so when we share our best 
practices with one another.

 John Sprague, lead editor
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Knowledge  
frameworks
Scope and application

The knowledge frameworks (KFs) in the TOK specification offer 
you another way of exploring the construction of knowledge 

(see IB REVIEW, Vol. 1, No. 1, p. 42). Each area of knowledge (AOK) 
attempts to make claims about the world, but they do so in different 
ways.

A useful metaphor to describe the notion of the differences 
between the scope and applications of AOKs would be the differences 
between different types of maps. In fact, the TOK subject guide 
makes heavy use of this metaphor. For example, some maps include 
nothing but physical geography, and some include only borders, 
roads and cities. In other words, they are trying to answer different 
questions: ‘What does the world physically look like?’ on one hand 
and ‘What and where are the places that humans have created’ on 
the other. Think of when you switch between views on online maps. 
Sometime you want to see a road map, sometimes the Earth view, and 
sometimes the street view, depending on what you want to know.

Different AOKs offer different ways of describing the world and 
attempt to answer different sorts of questions about it. Thinking 
about the scope of an AOK is to think about what it is that the AOK 
thinks it is doing. What sorts of questions are being asked in the 
various AOKs and what sorts of answers are going to be accepted  
as appropriate?

John Sprague offers advice on the first of the knowledge frameworks — scope and application — 
so that you can make use of it in your TOK essay or presentation

The Large Hadron 
Collider

THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE

Teacher notes
This article uses the notion of a map to introduce an element of the 
knowledge frameworks: scope and application. Before reading the 
article, students should explore different maps, for example ones with 
only geographical features (with no place names), four-colour maps with 
country and city names, and others from www.worldmapper.org

Students should identify and discuss the distinctive features of the 
maps and arrive at an understanding that the point of the map (what 
it captures, what it ignores) is crucial to understanding the map. The 
assumptions, the omissions, the inclusions and the priorities all mirror 
what the subject guide is trying to point out with the scope and 
application element of the knowledge framework.

This article explores the scope and application of science and 
religious knowledge systems, and touches on ethics. After reading 
the article in small groups, students should report back their main 
‘takeaway’ points, then try to develop responses to the subject 
guide’s four main scope and application questions for these subjects. 
Also, draw out relationships to previous work done on methodology.

The YouTube clip www.tinyurl.com/youtube-maps provides a good 
introduction to the analysis of maps. It shows a scene from television 
show The West Wing where the Organization of Cartographers for 
Social Equality pitches a change to the maps in US public schools.
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Asking the right questions
If you asked me a question about why the Europeans sailed to all the 
corners of the world in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and 
I answered, ‘because the winds took them there’, you might suggest 
that I’ve misunderstood the nature of your question. I told you how 
they moved about, but not why. In other words, I’ve not understood 
that the question you were asking was a historical question, one 
that asks about human beings, their motives, beliefs and desires, 
and the cause-and-effect relationships between human actions and 
events. My answer was more physical in nature — how bodies and 
objects relate. I had misunderstood the scope and application of 
your question. When choosing which AOK is relevant to a particular 
question you are asking, you are choosing which AOK’s scope the 
question lies within and are seeking to apply the methods and 
concepts of that AOK to your question.

We see that asking questions relevant to one AOK in the context of 
another is patently absurd: ‘What is the mass of charity?’ clearly mixes 
up the natural sciences (which, in part, describe objective features of 
objects, like mass, in the world) and ethical knowledge (which seeks 
to identify how we create ethical value). In other words, the scope and 
application of the natural sciences (where you develop quantitative 
measurements of things) doesn’t extend to the sorts of things you 
might explore in ethics (charity, goodness, evil etc.). 

This claim that different AOKs explore different aspects of the 
world is not always uncontentious. It could be argued that the 
natural or human sciences are, in fact, the best way to explore moral 
behaviour. In other words, rightness or wrongness in our behaviour is 
measurable, sometimes by measuring things like people’s qualitative 
claims of happiness or pain, or the degree of something called 
‘flourishing’, or the relative outcomes of other measurable elements 
of human experience. But the knowledge question arises: how reliable 
are such measurements?

So not all subjects are out to do the same sort of thing or answer 
the same sorts of questions, and recognising this is a huge step when 
it comes to comparing how reliable sources of knowledge are.

For instance, if I was interested in exactly how the Large Hadron 
Collider works and what it was meant to achieve, I would probably 
not ask my PE teacher (unless she was also the physics teacher). At 
the same time, however, if I was having trouble with shin splints, or 
wondering about how to optimise my training routines, I wouldn’t ask 
my physics teacher. This is not to suggest that the individual teachers 
don’t have a wide-ranging expertise or knowledge base, just that the 
disciplines of physics and sports science (though both within the realm 
of science) explore different sorts of questions and authorities in those 
subjects, and might not have the expertise for answering questions 
in each other’s subject. The scope and application of the AOKs are 
quite different.

Nonoverlapping magisteria
Stephen Jay Gould’s notion of nonoverlapping magisteria (NOMA) 
illustrates these concepts. Gould, a Harvard professor of biology and 
member of the National Academy of Sciences, addressed the question 
of the scope and application of science and religion, arguing that they 
are not in conflict, precisely because they are each out to construct 
quite different types of knowledge. If they were trying to do the same 
thing they would be in conflict, but because they are out to ask and 
answer different types of questions, they are not (see IB REVIEW, Vol. 3, 
No. 3, p. 42).

In other words, the ‘respective domains’, or what the knowledge 
framework would call the scope and application of science and 
religion, are quite different. The word ‘magisteria’ comes from the 
latin magister, meaning to teach, and the suggestion is that science 
and religion have the authority to teach us different things about our 
experience in the world: science can teach us the answers to questions 
of empirical facts and theories about why these observable facts are 
the way they are, and religion offers answers when we ask about 
moral meaning and value. As Gould put it, scientists ‘study how the 
heavens go, and [theologians] determine how to go to heaven’. So too 
in relation to our physics and PE teachers: the scope of their expertise 
extends to certain types of questions but not others.

Not all scientists or theologians would agree with Gould. Religious 
knowledge systems often do make empirical claims about the world 
and the things within it. Likewise, the human and natural sciences do 
make claims about the natural basis of meaning and value in human 
life. Sam Harris attempts to make this sort of claim in relation to 
natural sciences and ethics in The Moral Landscape, when he suggests 
that moral claims about what is right or wrong have to do with a sort 
of human flourishing, and that the sorts of thing that allow human 
flourishing can be objectively identified and measured. This is to say 
that the scope and application of the scientific method can extend to 
questions of moral value — or, more simply, that the AOKs of ethics 
and science are not necessarily distinct.

Harris, S. (2010), The Moral Landscape, Free Press.

‘Science can answer moral questions’: www.tinyurl.com/qb3an6m

References and resources 

Do maps affect how 
we see the world?
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John Sprague is the lead editor of IB REVIEW, teaches IB 
philosophy and TOK at the Tanglin Trust School, Singapore, and 
is an examiner and an IB workshop leader. His TOK: Skills for 
Success is published by Hodder Education.

Different systems, different scopes
One criticism is to ask just how far that imposition of the scientific 
method on questions of moral value extends. While Harris might 
suggest that it is an objective claim that certain types of behaviour 
promote human flourishing, it’s not at all clear that what constitutes 
flourishing is also objectively agreed upon. As human beings are 
social by nature, to flourish means to flourish within a social or 
cultural context. Suggesting that the scope of science extends to what 
flourishing must mean seems to ignore the deeply cultural context 
of what it means to flourish in a life. This relativity doesn’t sit as 
comfortably with the scientific outlook as Harris might hope it does.

But in general Gould’s point is important to keep in mind. In trying 
to answer questions about how the world works, scientific enquiry 
follows a method rooted in observation (an overlap with another 
element of the knowledge framework). Too often religious thinkers 
attempt to apply the same sort of inquiry, but sidestep this necessary 
element in the construction of scientific knowledge, attempting 
to justify claims about the observable world through reference to 
unverifiable or unfalsifiable claims made in sacred texts or based on 
personal revelation. 

In other words, making the scientific claim that the world was 
created in 6 days based on evidence provided by the Bible isn’t 
doing science (applying the scientific method) in any traditional 
sense. The scope of the scientific method extends to observable 
and testable experimentation, not to the evidence provided by 
sacred texts. Thinking about the scope and application of natural 
science and religious knowledge systems gives you the opportunity 
to compare the two and suggest that when doing science or history, 
one cannot appeal to an ancient text as part of that ‘scientific’ or  
‘historical’ process. 

This point cuts in the other direction as well. Suggesting that 
religious claims should only be seen as poor attempts at finding 
scientific truth (as ‘new atheists’ are prone to do) ignores the far wider 
scope and application of religious knowledge systems, which includes 
the seeking of meaning and significance of living a human life. 
Characterising all religious belief as bad science and then dismissing 
it for being bad science is certainly a straw man argument, and 
is to wilfully misread the scope and application of what religious 
knowledge systems are generally trying to do. 

Constructing knowledge
When thinking about what the scope and applications of an AOK are, 
you should ask questions like the following:
■■ What is this AOK trying to do? 
■■ What problem(s) is this AOK best suited to respond to?
■■ In what contexts does it make sense to apply this AOK?
■■ How do these questions associated with one AOK compare with 

other AOKs?
In addition to clear distinctions, there are undoubtedly important 

overlaps when considering various AOKs in relation to their scope, and 
exploring the scope or applications of one or another AOK is not to 
suggest that they should be separate, it only means to consider them 
separately. This means that in a complex and ever-changing world, it 
does make sense to use a number of AOKs to understand how we 
construct knowledge. We might, for instance, temper our scientific 
experiments with ethical beliefs about the value of human or animal 
life, or we might try to apply our current biological and physical 
knowledge to historical accounts of events in the past. 

Even though the disciplines we study in school and university are 
indeed distinct in terms of how the courses are run, it takes no time at 
all to recognise that constructing knowledge within any AOK requires 
knowledge from other AOKs as well. Don’t forget this exploration 
of similarities when developing presentations or responses to the 
prescribed titles.

Analysing the scope and application of knowledge might also 
help you avoid a common TOK trap that students often fall into 
when discussing ethics and religious knowledge systems — religious 
knowledge is too often thought of as synonymous with ethical 
knowledge. The fallacious argument runs something like this: religion 
gives us rules on how to behave, ethics gives us rules on how to 
behave, therefore religious knowledge and ethical knowledge are the 
same thing. Don’t think like this.

Taken at this level there are similarities between the two, but the 
more sophisticated student will recognise that the normative rules and 
claims (claims about what is the right thing to do: like ‘don’t steal’) that 
religions and ethical systems say we should follow are an outcome of 
quite different processes, theories and systems of beliefs. You should 
explore these processes and theories, not just focus on the outcomes. 
The thinking and the theoretical background that goes into developing 
the rules are significantly different depending on the AOK. Don’t 
assume that religion is just ethics. You can argue for it, if you like, but 
you must offer an explicit argument. 
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The process of modelling data is one of the most important 
skills that you will learn as a mathematics student and one 
of the most valuable out in the real world. Modelling is the 

process where a mathematician tries to understand patterns that 
exist in the real world and use these patterns to make predictions.

As part of the IB examinations you need to complete an internal 
assessment (called the exploration in HL and SL, and the project 
in MSSL). The purpose of this assessment is to answer a question 
of interest to the student and this is often achieved through a 
mathematical model. In this article I will set out how the modelling 
process can be approached in a general context, using the example 
of the 2013–16 Ebola outbreak in west Africa. The intention here is 
not to replicate a complete exploration but rather to concentrate on 
the modelling part of the process.

The modelling process
1 Examine a real-life situation and work out the question(s) you 
wish to answer. 
2 Often mathematicians are interested in how changing one 
variable (the independent variable) affects another variable (the 
dependent variable). The independent and dependent variables need 
to be clearly defined and data collected for each variable. This might 

be obtained from a database (secondary data) or collected directly 
by the mathematician (primary data).
3 Formulate a model using the most appropriate representation of 
the relationship between the independent and dependent variables. 
The representation could be one or more of graphical, tabular, 
geometric, algebraic or statistical.
4 Determine the validity of your model. At this point the model can 
either be improved (go back one step) or accepted (move on a step).
5 The model can be used to answer the questions you formulated 
or any other questions that might arise throughout the modelling 
process. The reliability of the model should be explored and the 
limitations of the model discussed.

1 Situation
I will use the recent Ebola outbreak in west Africa as the situation 
to help demonstrate how this process might be used in a specific 
context. At the time of the outbreak there was a great deal of fear 
generated as to the potential spread of this disease to areas outside 
of west Africa. The rationale for exploring this topic might be to find 
out if there is any basis to the fear generated and to model exactly 
how the number of Ebola cases might change over time.

My aim is to determine a model between the number of infections 
of Ebola in west Africa with time and use this model to predict the 
number of infections a year after the last piece of collected data.

2 Variables
The relevant variables will be:
■■ N = the number of Ebola cases (dependent variable)
■■ t = time in days (independent variable)

The time in days will be the number of days since 24 March 2014. 
The data shown in Table 1 were gathered from reports made by the 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDCP). Its initial report 
was made on 24 March 2014, hence the starting date. 

When you are discussing your data and your mathematical 
models, two important concepts to keep in mind are validity and 
reliability. Reliability is an indicator of how well the measured data 
or the model predictions can consistently yield the same results each 
time. Validity refers to the extent to which the measured data or the 
model predictions match the expected results. 

GROUP 5: MATHEMATICS

Modelling the 
Ebola outbreak

Andrew Clarke uses the 2013–16 Ebola outbreak to help you improve your data-modelling skills

Teacher notes
This article should be read before students begin drafting their 
explorations. Having the modelling process broken down into steps 
allows for two approaches to using this article:
• A teacher-directed activity completed in class over two or three 
periods. The steps of the modelling process should be discussed 
as the students write their responses. The teacher can use the 
exemplar material in this article to show how the highest levels of the 
exploration criteria may be achieved.
• An activity completed by the student at home after the teacher has 
outlined the modelling process and introduced the exploration criteria. 
The student work could potentially be assessed against every criterion 
except personal engagement. Students would receive teacher feedback 
and access to the exemplar material in the article to see how the highest 
levels of the exploration criteria may be achieved.
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Anti-Ebola cleaning and 
disinfection campaign 
in Guinea-Bissau

Table 1 Number of Ebola cases since 24 March 2014

Date (2014) Time (t, days) Number of cases (N)

24 March 0 86

27 March 3 103

31 March 7 112

2 April 9 127

7 April 14 151

10 April 17 157

17 April 24 197

23 April 30 208

30 April 37 221

5 May 42 244

23 May 60 270

5 June 73 437

11 June 79 506

18 June 86 528

24 June 92 599

2 July 100 759

8 July 106 844

16 July 114 964

Date (2014) Time (t, days) Number of cases (N)

21 July 119 1048

28 July 126 1201

31 July 129 1323

6 August 135 1440

13 August 142 1975

19 August 148 2240

28 August 157 3069

7 September 167 3685

13 September 173 5317

21 September 181 6242

28 September 188 7170

5 October 195 8011

12 October 202 8973

17 October 207 9668

24 October 214 11 868

30 October 220 12 647

4 November 225 13 200

Source: CDCP
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The data collected appear to be from a reliable source, as the 
CDCP’s methods are likely to be consistent. However, the validity 
of the data is somewhat questionable, as it is likely that the data 
provided are an underestimate. The size of this underestimate 
could be quite substantial, with the CDCP stating on 19 November 
2014 that for every reported case there could potentially be 1.5 
unreported cases. This means that the actual number of cases could 
be 150% higher than officially reported.

3 Representation
To help visualise the data, a scatterplot of the number of cases (N) 
with time (t) was drawn (Figure 1).

Now we need to attempt a function that best models the data 
displayed in Figure 1. It can be seen that the number of cases is 
generally increasing with time. To begin I will apply the most 
basic model that could show this positive growth, which is a linear 
model. GeoGebra (www.geogebra.org) can be used to fit a linear 
regression to the data (Figure 2).

The equation of this model is:
N = 47.3t – 2146 (1)

4 Validity
From GeoGebra we find that the coefficient of determination for 
this regression is r2 = 0.715

This tells us that only 71.5% of the variation in the number of 
cases can be explained by the time in days. This implies that the 
model may not be particularly valid, as it does not give results that 
are expected. Another limitation of this model is that it predicts 
the number of cases on 24 March 2014 to be –2416 people. This is 
clearly impossible, as the range for the number of infections has to 
be N ≥ 0. In addition, looking at Figure 2 it seems that there are few 
occasions within the timeframe offered by the data where the model 
is a good fit.

A residual plot is a useful tool for analysing model validity. It 
plots the deviation of each value predicted by the model from the 
actual value. A valid model will produce small residuals and there 
will be no pattern in the data. The residual plot for the linear model 
was constructed using GeoGebra and is shown in Figure 3.

The residual plot clearly shows a pattern in the residuals. This 
would suggest that the linear regression does not adequately 
represent the data. For this reason we will go back to step 3 and 
try and improve our model. The data do seem to be increasing 
at an increasing rate and not a constant rate (as would be 
suggested by a linear model). For this reason an exponential 
regression or logistic regression model could be considered.  
It was determined that the logistic regression was in fact the  
better of the two, so we will move straight on to our analysis of  
this model. 
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Figure 1 Number of Ebola cases since 24 March 2014

Figure 2 Linear regression through the scatterplot Figure 4 Logistic regression through the scatterplot
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Figure 3 Residual plot of the linear regression
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Logistic regression model
This logistic regression is shown in Figure 4. The equation of this 
model is:

N =  (2)

The coefficient of determination for this regression is r2 = 0.997. 
This tells us that 99.7% of the variation in the number of cases can 
be explained by the time in days. This makes it an extremely useful 
model for predicting future numbers of Ebola cases. To see if this is 
the case a residual plot was constructed (Figure 5).

The residuals for the logistic regression have a maximum value 
of around ±450 cases, which is much smaller than the maximum 
residuals for the linear regression and there is no clear pattern in the 
residuals. It would seem that the logistic model is the best fit to the 
data when the coefficient of determination and residual plots are 
examined and compared between models.

However, there are still some issues that remain with the 
logistic model shown in Equation 2. It may be possible to make the 

22 897  
1 + 925e–0.0319t

Medical workers 
in Sierra Leone
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Figure 5 Residual plot of the logistic regression

For analysis of the exponential model  
and function transformations go to  
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ibreviewextras

IBReviewExtras
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model more accurate using function transformations (see www.
hoddereducation.co.uk/ibreviewextras). However, if we are 
happy with the model we can proceed to step 5.

5 Reliability
In order to test the reliability of the model we need to see whether 
it makes consistent predictions. Within the domain of the collected 
data, the model seems to be making reliable predictions, but will it 
do so for data outside the current domain? To test this, the model 
will be used to predict the number of Ebola cases 1 year on from 
the end of the data set (13 November 2015). This will be at time t = 
599 days.

Using Equation 2:

N(599)= 
22 897 

1 + 925e–0.0319 × 599  = 22 897 (3)

The graph of this function was plotted to include 599 days 
(Figure 6). Point A shows the number of cases at 599 days on the 
graph of the model function.

In a logistic model the number in the numerator is a parameter 
known as the carrying capacity. This is the maximum population 
size that can be supported by a particular environment. In the 
context of this exploration the carrying capacity will represent the 
maximum number of cases that can be expected. By looking at 
Figure 6, we can say that the model is close to the carrying capacity 
at about t = 400 days. It is worth considering if this value of the 
carrying capacity makes sense.

The last data point in our initial data set was in the middle of 
the exponential growth part of the function. The logistic model 
assumes that forcing factors (which act to reduce population size) 
will begin taking effect. One such forcing factor in our case study 
would be the improved efforts to treat and control the virus, 
which will reduce the number of new cases and force the total case 
count to level out at the carrying capacity. The United Nations 
Mission for Ebola Emergency Response (UNMEER) situation report 
released on 2 December 2014 confirmed that great progress had 
been made in controlling the virus and that projected new cases 
were about a tenth of what had been predicted. It predicted that 
there would be zero new cases, hence reaching carrying capacity, 
by June 2015.

It is interesting to note that the reported number of infections as 
of 24 June 2015 was in fact 27 479 (WHO, 2015). This is 20% more 
than the predicted number. While being in the right ball park, there 

Figure 6 The model at 599 days

were always concerns about our model under-predicting the actual 
case count. The model was more reliable in predicting the date at 
which the carrying capacity would be reached, with there being 
a relatively small and consistent number of new infections being 
reported as of May 2015 (WHO).

The fact that the logistic model forms a maximum case count 
can be seen as a strength of the model but it is also dependent on 
there being no changes to the current situation. In particular, if 
the virus was to spread to new countries where fresh infections can 
take place in less controlled situations, then the number of case 
counts would experience much greater growth than the model 
predicts. If the virus was to spread to other countries such as Mali 
or Ivory Coast the maximum case count of 22 897 is likely to be 
an underestimate. The possibility of this occurring is reduced 
by the low likelihood of the virus becoming airborne (CDCP, 
28 November 2014).

This exploration has been successful in formulating a model that 
can be used to predict future cases of Ebola in west Africa. Through 
developing this model, a greater appreciation can be gained of the 
complexities of making such models. It is also interesting to note 
how small changes to the model can make large differences to 
the predictions being made. This reinforces the difficulties faced 
by the mathematicians who are providing information to the 
relevant organisations dealing with the situation on the ground. 
It also highlights the need for the general public to have a greater 
appreciation of the mathematics of modelling so that they can better 
understand the forecasts made available to them.

1 What are the benefits and pitfalls of interpolation and 
extrapolation from data?
2 In what ways might models help or hinder the search for 
knowledge?
3 How important is it for mathematicians to consider the language 
they use when communicating with the general public?

Theory of knowledge 

‘2014 Ebola Outbreak in West Africa’: www.tinyurl.com/m7clsr5

‘Questions and Answers: Estimating the Future Number of Cases in 
the Ebola Epidemic…’: www.tinyurl.com/puh8tev

‘Why Ebola is Not Likely to Become Airborne’:  
www.tinyurl.com/osja9ok

‘Inference and Forecast of the Current West African Ebola Outbreak in 
Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia’: www.tinyurl.com/pgk825d

2014 World Health Organization (WHO) report on the outbreak: 
www.tinyurl.com/saydk

2015 WHO situation report: www.tinyurl.com/qgbcs2q
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the Canadian International School, Singapore. He has  
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meteorology, the Brisbane Lions and bringing authentic 
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3 Does the experience give you 
a chance to develop qualities of 
the IB learner profile?

YES

YES

CREATIVITY, ACTIVITY, SERVICE

Can it be CAS?
Use this poster to work out whether something  
you want to do can count as a CAS experience

To display this poster in class, download the PDF 
from www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ibreviewextras

IBReviewExtras

Whether an activity can be considered for CAS depends on whether you and 
your CAS coordinator work together to ensure that effective and relevant 
reflection takes place.

For example, would work experience or an internship at a newspaper count 
as CAS? For it to become a CAS service experience, you could:
• give a presentation at a careers evening about journalism (thereby 
developing new skills)
• prepare a short booklet on what you learned about the pros and cons of 
journalistic responsibility for fellow students (thereby reflecting on the ethical 
implications)
• talk to younger students about the experience (thereby offering a service 
to the community; requires perseverance and commitment)
• plan, develop and reflect on any individual tasks or activities done while 
on the work experience placement

In addition, the planning needed for each of these steps could be recorded 
and reflected upon in ways suggested by the CAS guide.  

You might also take the activities 
done and turn them into a 
creativity experience by collecting 
and recording the creative 
experiences surrounding the 
placement. Perhaps you were able 
to write or contribute to pieces 
that were published? Perhaps you 
wrote articles that you shared 
with your colleagues at the 
newspaper for feedback? Your 
reflective research might include 
analysing and reflecting on a 
number of professional articles, as 
you would pieces of literature in 
your language A class. You might 
collect all of your articles and 
research into a portfolio to share 
with your CAS coordinator.

The CAS guide encourages you 
to continue with activities that 
you are already doing. This is 
entirely possible — provided you 
implement the reflective elements 
(see pp. 16–19 and the CAS 
guide).

1 Does the experience fit into 
the definitions of the strands of 
creativity, activity and service?

2 Does the experience give you 
a chance to learn or develop 
skills and interests?
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YES

YES

NO YES

Sorry, this 
cannot be a 

CAS experience

This looks to 
be a great CAS 

experience

3 Does the experience give you 
a chance to develop qualities of 
the IB learner profile?

5 Will the experience provide 
you with a sense of fulfilment? 

4 Is the experience something 
you need to do for an IB 
subject?

6 Will the experience 
allow you to behave in an 
ethical way?

NO

NO
NO NO

NO
YES
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The vanishing  
city of Venice

In March 2016 the Venetian Lagoon was declared the most 
endangered heritage site in Europe. It is facing hardship on many 
fronts. An interdisciplinary investigation into the complexity and 

magnitude of the issues this city faces shows its unique combination 
of conservation, environmental and social sensitivity, which need 
to be considered.

Historical background
The city of Venice grew out of necessity. Except for salt and fish, 
natural resources in the lagoon were extremely sparse. In the fifth 
century, the lagoon served as a sanctuary for a group of hideaways 
from the Italian mainland, seeking protection from the barbarian 
invasions from the north. After the fall of Rome, this group of 
refugees dared to make their hideout more permanent. They 
reinforced and developed the scattered mudflats and saltwater 
marshes into a more suitable habitat. 

Still protected by the lagoon and by playing the diplomacy game 
better than most, the development later grew into the Venetian 
Republic, becoming a naval and commercial superpower linking 
European and eastern markets, and developing many banking 
and trading systems still in use today. By the seventeenth century, 
however, new trade routes and stronger navies meant that the 
Venetian Republic’s strength waned. 

The Venetians reacted to their inevitable decline by choosing to 
completely indulge themselves and live out their remaining days in 

GROUP 4: SCIENCE

Knowledge of this case study is useful when answering extended 
response questions in environmental systems and societies paper 2: 
• for applying ecocentric, technocentric, and anthropocentric 
worldviews to an example
• for highlighting and understanding underlying ecological, 
environmental and socio-political aspects behind a pressing,  
complex urban case study 

Exam context 

Sarah Pierroz asks how we can stop Venice sinking beneath the waves

Teacher notes
Using case studies to explore environmental issues, we learn to 
utilise various viewpoints to broaden and deepen our understanding. 
Studying the Venetian lagoon brings up many issues that historical 
cities face while adapting to modern pressures of increased 
population, tourism, economic shifts, ecological degradation and 
climate change.

This article and its questions can be used in class as a case study to 
incorporate skills needed for the environmental systems and societies 
(ESS) paper 2 exam. 

A student could also use the headings as a framework to explore 
other major cities or civilisations, new or historical, such as the 
communities around the Aral Sea, or the populations that once 
inhabited Easter Island, to break down some of the major issues 
explored in the ESS course. A more creative approach could be to 
create a photography mind map or collage of the major issues which 
a chosen city faces.
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decadence. The city became a playground of distractions. Venice’s 
Carnevale features parties, balls, gambling and costumed decadence, 
and has become one of the world’s most celebrated festivals and 
once lasted for up to 6 months of the year. The Venetians did 
everything they could think of while the good times lasted.

Modern concerns
The grand festivities have mellowed and Venetian culture has 
radically changed. Despite invasions by French and Austrian powers 
and being unified with the Italian mainland, much of the original 
structure of the city remains intact. But Venice cannot ignore its 
immediate threats, and it surely cannot react in the same indulgent 
manner if it hopes to survive in the long term.  

The city is sinking and mass tourism is degrading its fragile urban 
habitat. The city will have to quickly adapt to deal with new issues 
associated with its development. This unique urban ecosystem will 
have to turn to interdisciplinary problem solving to address its 
major perils and decay. So what are the areas of concern?

High tides
Global sea levels are rising as a result of climate change. Increases 
in air temperature, sea temperature, sea salinity and changes in 
wind speeds have also caused shifts in precipitation patterns. More 
frequent storms have pushed water levels well past the established 
foundations of the lagoon. Days where the high tide (aqua alta) 
sweeps in and floods the streets have become more frequent, 
reaching as high as 1.5 metres of water every winter.

Elevated walking platforms are routinely put out on the streets. 
Shops will still stay open for business, selling rain jackets and 
umbrellas. They carefully reinforce their protective doors and pump 
any excess water back into the streets, as commonly as they would 
sweep their floors. Many visitors continue on as usual, moving 
about the restricted pathways with suitcases balancing on shoulders. 
The saltwater damage can be seen on the brickwork throughout 
the city, as the city’s foundations and facades crack apart. Priceless 

artwork is also harmed, such as the thirteenth-century mosaics near 
the entrance of St Mark’s Basilica.

Increased sediment run-off
Water levels are also rising around the city naturally, as a result of 
increasing sedimentation brought in by run-off from the lagoon’s 
feeding rivers, threatening the 118 small, manmade islands upon 
which Venice sits. These would have been submerged long ago had 
humans not intervened in their defence.

Engineers and developers have changed the natural flow of water 
through the lagoon over the past 500 years by dredging the canals, 
which altered the sediment–water exchange with the tidal system. As 
a result, nutrient exchange between the lagoon and its neighbouring 
sea is stiffened, which can lead to increased eutrophication. These 
flows have also been altered when the canals are dredged and dug 
deeper in order to fit larger container vessels and massive cruise 
ships, necessary for the city’s economic wellbeing. More exhaust, 
pollutants and waste are also released into the lagoon’s air and water 
systems by motorised boats and water taxis (vaporettos). 

Ecological biodiversity 
Over 11 different habitat types have been identified in the Venetian 
lagoon. The Areas Natura 2000 has identified four special protection 
areas and three special zones for conservation. The larger lagoon 
serves as a breeding site for birds such as Circus aeroginosus and Tringa 
totanus. Even slight changes in water temperature have been shown 
to affect the growth rates of bacteria and temperature-sensitive 
organisms in the lagoon such as molluscs, arthropods and fish.

Conservation areas often clash with major port developments. 
Developments within the lagoon can alter its delicate abiotic 
balance (including its turbidity and temperature levels) and water-
column levels. They also cause or require increases in:
■■ noise and air pollution
■■ the spread of invasive species
■■ land reclamation

Raised walkways allow 
tourism to continue 
during flooding
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■■ infrastructure
■■ cumulative pressures brought on by industry

The reconstruction of the salt marshes and conservation of 
local biological diversity have been proposed as part of the lagoon 
rejuvenation strategies. 

Freshwater infrastructure
The city once utilised innovative rainwater collection wells, which 
filtered the drops through underground cisterns filled with sand. 
These artesian wells were banned in the 1960s and fresh water had to 
be brought in from the mainland to accommodate increased demand. 
This and the growing need for sewage disposal are taking their toll 
on the city’s capacities. As nearby water storages and aquifers are 
drained, the ground becomes more compacted and subsided, causing 
the city to sink even deeper into its silty foundations.

Increased tourism
Daily waves of tourists put a huge strain on the fragile city. Venice 
houses nearly 60 000 permanent inhabitants and approximately 
4 million visitors per year. Most tourists marvel at its unique 
surroundings and exquisite architecture, indulge in a gelato or two, 
purchase some souvenirs, view some art, take in some music, and 
then are off again. According to a 2011 report by UNESCO:

‘ for two-thirds of the year, the number of visitors to the city 
of Venice significantly surpasses the social-economic carrying 
capacity of the city. ’The city’s historical buildings require careful management to ensure 

that the city’s cultural heritage is preserved and managed. Renovations 
are difficult and highly complicated. Proposals for projects like an 
underwater subway line in the lagoon push the city to consider its 
ultimate capabilities in the name of accommodating tourists.

Energy demands
Once a naval powerhouse, the Arsenale used to be able to build 
man-powered, oared ships that carried cargo along the Venetian 
trade routes, and armed convoys to protect them. These boats have 
been rendered obsolete, while massive, fossil-fuel powered cruise 
ships are now bringing the most valued economic asset into the 
city: tourists. The historic shipyard space has been converted to 
warehouses that showcase modern art and architecture, which also 
helps to bring in the crowds each year. Gondoliers, who paddle 
through the city’s romantic canals on their flat-bottom boats, have 

been usurped by faster, fossil-fuel burning water taxis. As in the 
canals, the streets have become more crammed with tourists. It 
is difficult to see where expansion and adaptation for renewable 
energy sources will fit in.

The city of Venice developed from the bare resources of its 
surrounding lagoon. Now, this architectural jewel needs to revitalise 
and regenerate its lagoon ecosystem in order to survive through 
sustainable development. 

Historical preservation
In the nineteenth century Napoleon had many of Venice’s 
dilapidated buildings torn down. Architects and planners scrapped 
crumbling facades and used modern materials to repair structures. 
These buildings were given a pristine, streamlined appearance that 
no longer fitted the city’s architectural flavour.

John Ruskin, a leading art critic of the Victorian era, supported 
preservation. He berated the destruction of any historical buildings, 
such as Palladio’s church, Santa Lucia, when it was torn down to 
construct its namesake train station. Ruskin obsessively illustrated 
Venice’s historical strata, recording its details and neglected structures, 
like the once lavish Ca’ d’Oro. He penned The Stones of Venice, which 
catalogued the city’s history through its architecture and encouraged 
others to consider the stories beneath the scars. It fuelled the ongoing 
debate between conservation and modernisation. 

For example, when the incongruous, Austrian-made Ponte 
dell’Accademia was dismantled, any new designs to replace it were 
repeatedly rejected. By the beginning of the twentieth century, the 
prevailing mentality was com’era, dov’era (‘as it was, where it was’). 
This motto was exemplified in the recent restoration of the Gallerie 
dell’Accademia. Dating back to 1343 CE, the building first acted as 
a Scuola, which was a charitable and religious organisation. It was 
transformed into a place of study by Napoleon, who encouraged 

1 Compare and contrast how people with ecocentric, technocentric 
and anthropocentric worldviews may approach the problems that 
Venice faces. 
2 Conduct further research and draw a mind map highlighting the 
social, cultural, political, economic and environmental issues present 
in the Venetian Lagoon.
3 When one considers how energy sources are extracted and utilised, 
it is possible to see a location’s cultural values. With additional research, 
investigate where renewable energy practices are used in Venice.

Questions and activities 

Each year 4 million tourists visit 
Venice, compared to 60 000 
permanent inhabitants
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Sarah Pierroz instructs and examines environmental systems 
and societies and visual arts at UWC Adriatic, Italy. She recently 
wrote and illustrated Venice’s complex history  
(www.sarahpierroz.com).

UNESCO in Venice: www.unesco.org/new/en/venice

Europe’s seven most endangered heritage sites:  
www.europanostra.org/news/737

References and resources 

its studio painters to access its museum archives. Restoring the 
Accademia raised enormous challenges for city planners and 
restoration policy makers:
■■ where to get funding
■■ how to keep the space financially sustainable after its renovation
■■ how to refurbish found materials in a way that did not destroy 

them, honouring both memory and function

MOSE: a technocentric response
City authorities have authorised the construction of a mobile flood-
barrier system, referred to as the MOSE project. In an attempt to 
protect Venice from high waters, the initiative involves inflating 
massive barrier walls lying dormant on the seabed floor in order to 
block out the high waves. The project has been extensively criticised 
for its exorbitant costs and delays. Still far from completion, the MOSE 
project is predicted to help the city avoid massive flooding for the next 
few decades, but it will not be able to restrain the rising waters. 

Systematic approach needed
A recent report from UNESCO outlined the ecological implications 
of climate change in the lagoon and called for experts in 
interdisciplinary fields of science and culture to help distinguish 
and address the city’s unique problems. The city needs new 
strategies to revitalise itself, while at the same time maintaining the 
historical charm that captivates its visitors. Observing where the 

1 There are obvious consequences when diversity is lost, but can some 
types of diversity be more highly valued than others? Compare and 
contrast the value of archaeological diversity with ecological diversity.
2 Environmental worldviews shape the way in which we see our 
environment. Can you describe some other value systems that impact 
the way in which we perceive the world? 
3 What effect does renovating and restoring Venetian palaces have 
on our understanding of the city of Venice? Does it matter that they are 
restored to a particular time in a city with so many overlapping periods?
4 What value to historical knowledge do cities like Venice represent, 
and are they worth the cost to save them? Shouldn’t historians and 
art historians simply learn all they can and then let the city drown? 
Many historical artefacts have been lost to time — why not abandon 
Venice and use our resources for more pressing concerns?

Theory of knowledge 

scientific, cultural, environmental, and socio-economic challenges 
intersect will help decision makers understand the complexity of 
the situation at hand. Effective policy making cannot be done in 
isolation. Planners must understand the components of the system 
and their relations to one another in order to help promote the 
health and sustainability of the system as a whole. 

The future of Venice remains uncertain. The Italian government, 
through the Ministries of Environment, Infrastructure and Cultural 
Heritage, is primary responsible, both legally and administratively, 
for this unique natural and cultural asset. But large companies 
sometimes provide funding for conservation and restoration efforts. 
It is clear that Venice’s preservation is also the responsibility of its 
consumers and tourists. 

It is important to consider our ecological footprint, not just in 
our own communities, but also in the areas where we travel. Many 
aspects of our interactions could be more deeply considered:
■■ What types of transport will be used?
■■ What materials and mementos will be purchased? Where do they 

come from? What was the carbon footprint of their production?
■■ How will waste and garbage be disposed of?
■■ What markets or food supplies will you support with your 

currency?
■■ Will you engage with local culture, or restrict yourself to activities 

targeted solely at tourists?
By understanding the problems, visitors can shift from being 

passive observers to involved participants, and enable historical 
cities such as Venice to thrive as vibrant ecosystems, architectural 
wonders and unique historical jewels.
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Reflection has always been an important part of the IB 
programmes. Being ‘reflective’ is one of the attributes of the IB 

learner profile:

‘ We thoughtfully consider the world and our own ideas 
and experience. We work to understand our strengths and 
weaknesses in order to support our learning and personal 
development. ’Being reflective is something we do naturally all the time. Whenever 

we have a major decision to make, whenever something significant 
has happened, whenever something affects us deeply, when we 
encounter the unfamiliar, when we face a major change… 

This column provides information, exercises and advice to help 
you with the three different modes of reflection required by the IB 
Diploma core: affective, critical and process.

Exam context 

For more re�ection activities go to  
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ibreviewextras

IBReviewExtras

Improving  
your re�ection
Reflection is a requirement of the IB Diploma core elements, but it is something that students often 
find difficult to do. Dinos Aristidou explains different types of reflection and offers some guidance 
and activities to help improve the recording of your reflections

CORE ELEMENTS

Teacher notes
This article identifies three types of reflection:
• affective
• critical
• process

Student activity
Write a list of characteristics for each type of reflection:
• What qualities does each have?
• What sort of format would be best for each?
• What language/visuals would be most appropriate for each?

Choose three learning situations you are currently engaged with or 
have recently experienced:
• a critical learning experience that is discipline-focused
• an experience that has had an affective impact on you as a person 
or on the way you view the world 
• a project that has been challenging

Using the characteristics list developed above, produce a one-page 
reflection for each learning situation. Leave space on each page for 
further reflection.

In a couple of weeks, return to these reflections and reflect on them 
further. Consider the benefits of secondary reflection and the extent 
to which this process has enhanced or deepened your insights.
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Though we all reflect, we don’t always document or record our 
reflections. If I asked you what you would do if you were invisible for 
1 day and why, you might reflect on this but you wouldn’t necessarily 
record your responses. Our thought processes, our responses to our 
experiences and our insights remain locked away within us. We call 
them up only when we find ourselves in situations where we need 
them. The problem is that unless we have recorded the reflection, we 
find we have forgotten it and cannot access it. 

Reasons for reflection
The IB Diploma requires you to record your reflections for three 
reasons:

To make reflection visible 
The recording of reflection gives teachers and examiners access to your 
thinking, learning and development. The recording of reflection makes 
your processes visible: the way you think, the impact something has had 
on you, the way you solve problems and how you approach your work.

As a memory prompt 
The recording of reflection ensures that thoughts, feelings, experiences 
and insights are not lost or forgotten. It provides a record of your 
development that you can return to and refer to. It acts as a memory 
prompt and as a reminder of past learning and experience. It also 
gives you access to how you, your thinking and your learning have 
developed over time. 

To provide distance 
The process of recording gives you the chance to look at yourself and 
your experiences from a distance. When we are in the heart of an 
experience we often can’t see it or reflect on it. We are too close. By 
recording reflections and returning to these reflections at a later date, 
you have the opportunity to see the details of the ‘big picture’ of your 
development over the duration of the Diploma Programme. Through 
this you can draw conclusions and identify lessons that will inform your 
future actions and learning.

Primary and secondary reflection
There are two key stages to good reflection:
■■ Primary reflection: the initial recording of learning, thoughts, 

feelings, processes and experiences. This documentation will provide 
material for reflection at a later stage.

■■ Secondary reflection: reflecting on the primary reflection you 
have recorded. This gives you the chance to draw out the significance 
of what you have recorded and relate it to your future actions, 
decisions and learning. This is the heart of good reflection.

A common problem is that the second stage is often missed out and 
the primary reflection is presented as the final product. I recommend 
that you leave space in all reflection to allow for secondary reflection 
when you revisit your initial recordings.

Carry out the exercise in Box 1. The last stage is the secondary 
reflection: reflecting on your previous reflections and identifying 
their significance. Finding significance is about identifying the impact 

The recording of reflection 
ensures that thoughts, 
feelings, experiences and 
insights are not forgotten

Box 1 Secondary reflection exercise

• Prepare three postcards or postcard-sized pages.
• Think of a significant learning experience you’ve had in your life. 
This could be something you’ve learned at school or it could be some 
sort of learning based on personal experience.
• On postcard 1 (factual): record the factual details of the 
experience. When was it? Where were you? Who were you with? 
What did it involve? What were you doing?
• On postcard 2 (personal): describe your thoughts and feelings at 
the time. How were you feeling? What were you thinking about? 
• On postcard 3 (significance): look at the previous two postcards. 
Reflect on what you learned and why it was significant. What impact 
did it have on you? How did it change the way you do things? What 
actions came out of it? How did it change you?
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something has had on you and the way it has changed you, the way 
you do things, the way you learn or the way you act.  This is often 
missed out when students reflect.

Reflection in the core
Reflection appears with specific requirements and recommendations 
in the IB Diploma core elements (Table 1). Three types of reflection 
are identified:
■■ affective
■■ critical
■■ process

Affective reflection
The CAS programme is an experiential programme of discovery, 
interaction and learning through service and activity. It requires 
affective reflection because it focuses on personal experiences and 
personal development, and is designed to have an impact on you as a 
global citizen. Affective reflection gives you the opportunity to record 
your personal thoughts and feelings regarding your experiences and 
interactions. 

Affective reflection can be recorded in the following ways:
■■ Tracking: keeping track of the present by recording it.
■■ Marking: examining the past and marking important moments, 

milestones and experiences.
■■ Mapping: examining the past and recording the connection 

between experiences in the form of a map.
■■ Signposting: examining the past and looking at how it has 

informed present and future actions and perspectives.
It helps you to locate:

■■ where you are — the present
■■ where you have been — the past
■■ where you are going — the future

Secondary reflection gives you the chance to examine your 
experiences, feelings, thoughts and actions. This gives you the 
opportunity to look at yourself and your development, and reflect on 
the significance of your CAS experiences. You are required to reflect 
on how these have changed the way you see the world and the effect 
this has had on your actions, attitudes and behaviours. In addition, it is 
important to understand the context and the circumstances that make 
us act in a certain way. Through this, we gain a better understanding 
of our motivations and ourselves. In this way our affective reflections 
are not just journeys to the past, they also direct us towards a future 
destination and guide our future action.

You will be required to reflect informally throughout the CAS 
programme and you will be expected to formally reflect in your 
CAS portfolio. Affective reflection is the one form of reflection that 
most resembles a diary or a journal. It can include drawings, letters, 

Box 2 Affective reflection exercise

Think of a moment when you have felt:
• proud
• challenged
• embarrassed
• powerful

Describe the circumstances and the situation that made you feel each 
of these. Analyse how the circumstances contributed to the feelings. 
Compare them. What does this tell you about yourself?

Box 3 Critical reflection exercise

Draw a spiral. In the centre of the spiral write ‘Storytelling’. Think 
back over your life and, starting from the centre of the spiral, record 
different learning experiences you’ve had regarding storytelling. Work 
your way to the present day. Record everything you can think of that 
has contributed to your understanding of and skill in storytelling. 
Once you have completed the spiral, draw lines of connection and 
explain them.

Table 1 Reflection in the core elements

Core element Format
Type of 
reflection Focus of reflection

Creativity, 
activity, service

CAS 
portfolio

Affective Experiences, actions 
taken, actions not 
taken, attitudes, 
feelings, values, 
interactions, 
personal 
development

Theory of 
knowledge

Essay and 
presentation

Critical Engagement 
with knowledge, 
evaluation, insights, 
arguments, ideas, 
connection to 
prior learning, 
development of 
thinking

Extended essay Researcher’s 
reflection 
space and 
supervisor

Process Decision making, 
research, challenges, 
discoveries, 
successes, time 
management, 
planning, 
development of 
essay
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reminders, photographs, videos and souvenirs. It is essential that the 
entries are dated and that you document the circumstances of the 
experience: where, when, what for, who? Remember to leave space 
for secondary reflection.

See Box 2 for an affective reflection exercise.

Critical reflection
Critical reflection, unlike affective reflection, is focused more on 
thinking and learning. We usually reach understandings by making 
connections between present learning and past learning. Unlike 
affective reflection, which constantly moves forward in time, critical 
reflection goes back and forth between the present, past and future: 
what am I learning? How? How does it connect to what I already 
know? In what way does it change how I will do things in the future?

Critical reflection relies on forming connections and making 
patterns. It is only by going backwards and forwards that we form 
connections and spot — as well as create — patterns in our learning. 
To actively seek connections and patterns is a key approach to learning 
and making meaning. Once connections are made, the next stage 
is to be able to extract significance from them. Significance, in this 
instance, means being able to understand the purpose of the learning, 
its application and its future use. 

In the TOK essay and presentation, you will need to demonstrate 
how your thinking has developed: how you think as well as what you 
think. The best way to approach this is to keep notes on your learning 
and a detailed record of your sources. At regular intervals, look through 
your notes and look for connections. Record these patterns and explain 
what you see and how these areas are connected. You can also use 
colour highlighting or other visual means to show the connections.

See Box 3 for an exercise to help you reflect critically.

Process reflection
Process reflection focuses on the recording of strategies, processes 
and procedures for the solution to a problem or for the creation of 
something — in this instance, the extended essay.

Where critical reflection has a ‘looking back/looking forward’ 
dynamic, process reflection has a more organic nature. It is like a tree 
that has many roots and branches, growing in all sorts of directions, 

but all playing their part in the growth of the tree. Because it is the 
workings of a solution to a problem — which could be an equation, 
a project, a scientific experiment or the writing of an essay — it 
is a quest for a successful outcome. It will often engage you with 
the accidental and with the unexpected. Paying attention to the 
unexpected and the accidental often lead us to the solution, so it is 
important to document even the most random workings. 

Where critical reflection is primarily about making connections, 
process reflection is about asking questions. It is also about evaluation: 
drawing out the value, usefulness and purpose of what you are doing, 
why you are doing it and how you are doing it. If you don’t ask the 
right questions, you will never come up with the right answer. In this 
respect, process reflection is fundamentally the recording of a process 
of inquiry, of trying to find solutions.

Your reflections are also important starting points for conversations 
in your meetings with your supervisor. It is a good idea to take a 
reflection or some recorded part of your process into a meeting as a 
starting point for your conversations. 

A teacher, supervisor or examiner may find it difficult to understand 
your process reflection because it will not necessarily follow a logical 
pattern. It is therefore important to caption and explain your processes 
in order to give the reader access to how you have been working to 
tackle the problem. Secondary reflection and meetings with your 
supervisor also give you the chance to look at your work from a 
distance in order to see solutions that may not be immediately evident.

See Box 4 for a process reflection exercise.

Conclusion
The recording of reflection provides us with access to how we are 
thinking at present and also gives us a chance to look back at the 
past and see how we have developed. By giving us the opportunity 
to look at ourselves from a distance, it helps to inform future action 
and learning.

Box 4 Process reflection exercise

Imagine you are having a conversation with your extended essay. 
Write a ten-line dialogue starting with the following line:

So tell me, what are you about?

Continue with the response of the extended essay, and so on.

• Reflection is a key part of the IB programmes and the IB Diploma 
core elements. 
• Recording reflection is important, as it provides material for 
secondary reflection. 
• Secondary reflection is the most important aspect of reflection, as 
this is where we identify what is significant in our learning.

Key points 

Dinos Aristidou is a playwright, director and education 
consultant working with educators, communities and young 
people across the globe. He is a workshop leader, examiner and 
consultant for IB.

Affective reflection can 
include drawings, letters, 
reminders, photographs, 
videos and souvenirs
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GROUP 1: ENGLISH

Ten things that 
make examiners 
weep
Understanding what examiners want is essential to gaining maximum marks in your literature 
in translation essay, so make sure you understand the chief examiner’s report for the subject. 
Examiners are fair, and mark positively. However, you can also view them a little differently…

The literature in translation essay consists of four distinct stages  
(Box 1), and you have to do each of these stages for every text you 
study. The essay is marked by IB examiners and accounts for 25% 
of your final grade. It is therefore essential that you spend sufficient 
time on it to get the best grade you can. 

Exam context Box 1 The four stages

1 The interactive oral: a short discussion of about 40 minutes 
focusing on the context of the text you are studying.
2 The reflective statement: a 400-word statement that has 
as its title: ‘How was your understanding of the cultural and 
contextual considerations of [title of text] developed through the 
interactive oral?’
3 The supervised study: an essay written under timed conditions 
(of between 40 and 50 minutes) in which you respond to three 
‘prompts’ provided by your teacher.
4 The essay: this should consist of no more than 1500 words. It 
must have:
• your name and candidate number on every page
• the title on the first page
• page numbers
• every quotation referenced as a footnote. In the first instance, you 
should give full bibliographical details; thereafter, it is sufficient to 
use ‘ibid p.34’ etc.
• a bibliography of works used
• a word count at the end
• at least 1.5 line spacing and 12-point font

Hyperbole is extreme exaggeration done for dramatic effect. It 
often contains an element of truth but is not intended to be taken 
entirely seriously.

Read the ten guidelines and underline anything that you think 
is hyperbolic. What serious point is being made? How would 
you rewrite these so that that the main point is retained but the 
exaggeration is taken out? What has been gained? What has 
been lost?

Questions and activities 
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Literature 
in translation 
examiners…

Download this poster from  
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ibreviewextras

IBReviewExtras

Tom Wayman was a head of English for 8 years at two UK IB 
schools and is currently a housemaster at Wellington College. 
David James is deputy head (academic) at Bryanston School, 
UK, and consultant editor for IB REVIEW. 

…explode at 
generalisations, ‘all-women-

at-the-time-were…’ statements, 
essays that write about context 

rather than text.

2
…are so powerful that they 
award you 25% of your final 

English mark. That’s 1% for every 
60 words.

10

…scorn essays that try to 
find ‘messages’.

7 …loathe introductions that 
do not attack the question, do 

not give it shape and direction 
immediately and do not reassure 
them that this is a task that can 
be answered in 1500 words — 

not one that can only be scraped 
in 1500 words.

5

…weep as they deduct 
marks because your essay 

looks bad: uneven paragraphing, 
no candidate number, no page 
numbers, not 1.5 line-spaced, 

cover sheet not filled in properly.

4…despair when confronted 
by the language of twenty-
first century adolescents: 

characters who are ‘patronising’, 
show no ‘respect’, are 

‘emotional’, ‘really’ anything or 
‘obviously’ anything else.

8

…go green if you use the 
word ‘theme’ as if it means 

‘something that happens in 
the text’.

3…call their friends and 
laugh at you when they 

realise you have not proof-read 
your work allowed [sic], only read 

it silently on a screen.

9

…are pathologically 
fussy — they pick up on 

every spelling mistake, misplaced 
apostrophe and errant semi-
colon. They hate titles that are 
not italicised and bibliographies 
that are inaccurate. They count 
the words and use software that 
detects plagiarism. 

1

…spit venom if you do not 
recognise the fact that you 

are writing about literature and 
appreciate the writer’s choices in 
shaping what they have written.

6
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